Almanack. Guarulhos, n.14, p.27-51 dossiê scales of global history rural bandits in the Anatolian and Romanian hinterlands of the Ottoman Empire, as well as with the gauchos in Latin America, ox-cart drivers in India, and rickshaw pullers in China, this local history speaks to a global history of capitalism. Reducing the scale of analysis to reveal the subjectivity of local actors, and linking the cultural norms that shape agency to objective structural transformation that can be compared across contexts, this project challenges histories of capitalism that ignore the countryside or the global South and thereby produce a sanitized account characterized by secular politics and a liberal culture.
Introduction
This article makes the case for a project in the making: a study of the social transformation of the countryside as it joins the global market over the long nineteenth century, told as a collective biography of the mule drivers of Ottoman Lebanon those obscure peasants who, owning one or a few mules, made their livelihood in the transport of goods and persons rather than work the land. Over the first half of the century, these actors mobilized for revolts while a village-based economy turned to cash-crop agriculture and the central government built a new state apparatus that would insure its survival From the 1860s to the First World War, as local resources were diverted to feed European industry and local petty-trade networks came undone, when elites at all levels struggled to assert their control over labor and resources, these same muleteers turned into social bandits extraction. Some of them accumulated wealth and ultimately integrated an emerging middle class.
The projected account makes two historiographical interventions. (a) Within the onfessional tensions are tied to developments that are characteristic of capitalism over the period namely, the dossiê scales of global history rise of a new kind of state and the loss of control over resources by local actors at the margins. This approach pushes against purely culturalist explanations, attempting to wed culturalist and materialist stances. (b) Conversely, by drawing parallels with other mounted rural bandits in the Anatolian and Romanian hinterlands of the Ottoman Empire, as well as with the gauchos in Latin America, ox-cart drivers in India, and rickshaw pullers in China, this local history speaks to a global history of capitalism. Reducing the scale of analysis to reveal the subjectivity of local actors, and linking the cultural norms that shape agency to objective structural transformation that can be compared across contexts, this project challenges histories of capitalism that ignore the countryside or the global South and thereby produce a sanitized account characterized by secular politics and a liberal culture.
The Turn to Cash Crop Cultivation and the Struggle Over the Control of Surplus,

1800-1860
Although cotton was an important factor in the commercialization of the Ottoman was tobacco, which went mostly to Egypt, where it was rolled into cigarettes. The Egyptian cigarette became a sought-after article of luxury in Europe, and tobacco prices rose steadily throughout the nineteenth century.
1 This soon became the richest sector in agriculture, and some regions namely Salonika, the shores of the Adriatic and of the Black Sea, and particularly Latakia on the Syrian coast rapidly specialized in tobacco cultivation in response to foreign demand. Tobacco was also grown in the Lebanese mountain, particularly in the area of Kura and in the southern-most parts;
but the most important export of that particular region was silk. Toward the end of the interior, from France, and from Egypt increased significantly. of property and life, and the equitable treatment of all subjects before the law. The thrust of the Gülhane rescript, the Hattof 1839, and of the programmatic directive that followed it in the nizamname of 1840, was to remove the tax farmer, cast as parasitic, so that more justly assessed taxation develops the wealth of the productive households of the empire. 5 While the reforms were presented as protecting the peasantry against excessive exploitation, in practice, they promised to disentangle land from the web of layered rights that prohibited its commercialization, so that it could serve as collateral. This open-door policy gave Europeans and their local associates an advantage over other local merchants, landed notables, and artisans, who became dependent on the former for credit and business. In the Lebanese mountain, moreover, the elites who had been ousted by Ibrahim for siding with the Ottomans returned to reclaim estates they considered their own, only to be faced by peasants who refused to be considered tenants.
Perceptions of proprietorship were already changing, but they were still being disputed. As the lords were Druze and the peasantry Maronite, the conflict turned into a bloody sectarian war in 1841. Why were those working in rural transport more likely to lead the revolts? The answer is which the authors note that their subjects were self-employed, mobile, in contact with large numbers of humble people, and independent from patrons, wealthy clients and employers. 11 All these attributes were equally true of workers in rural transport, who owned their means of production the world over. A study of rickshaw men who led popular 12 Flexible and mobile, the Banjara ox-cart drivers of nineteenth-century Indian Berar were described as 13 In the turn-of-the-century novel by the Lebanese 15 The muleteers met each other at the inns, where they could share the news of the day glanced while roaming different parts. Tanyos Shahin, the muleteer who led the peasant revolt of 1858, had traveled particularly widely for the times. As he often worked for the missionary school in Rayfun, the Lazarist monks had obtained for him credentials from the French consulate that allowed him to pass internal borders. 16 Travel was equally important in the character it allowed him to reckon that poverty was not a circumstantial problem besetting a number of individuals, but a society-wide, structural issue:
Running behind my mules, roaming the mountains from the south end to the north, I realized that the rich among the people were very few, countable on the fingers of two hands. And I realized that the people, consisting of sharecroppers goods then? In whose hands are they? In whose coffers is the money accumulating? Who is eating the harvest?
17
Joined through their work to the basic rhythms of rural life, rural transport workers had a privileged perspective of society at large. 23 The muleteer or the cart driver had conversations with his numerous clients individually rather than in big groups, on the lonesome journey between villages. At the same time, he could always find an audience, and like the rickshaw pullers, had the power to spread rumors and to move individual grievances into the public realm.
24 For all these reasons, he was strategically well placed to circulate ideas and perhaps even mobilize for action.
Capitalist Transformation from the Perspective of the Subaltern, 1860-1914
Land reforms and other legal innovations worked alongside technical innovations, such as railroads, to provide the European industry with vital primary materials. Yet these forces also meant the extinction of local market networks and the dying out of the local economy. Naturally, the actors to apprehend this trend first and foremost were those working in rural transport.
-colonial times exhibited 
dossiê scales of global history
With this disappearance many small articles of daily consumption which were hitherto available to the village population were no longer available.
31
In short, with the land reforms, resources in the periphery converged towards the railway system that thrust them into industrial Europe. The transition effected by the forces of supply and demand was hastened with regulation aimed at further limiting internal commerce, thereby speeding up the death of local industry. 32 This story is normally told as a sequel to the forced dispossession and coerced labor effected by foreign armies, as they were in the Americas or in India. 33 Bringing these diverse backgrounds into a single narrative encompassing the Ottoman Empire, where a local elite was part and parcel of the transformation, may serve to question the distinction between war capitalism and capitalism tout court.
The Muleteers as Social Bandits, 1860-1914
Smuggling was an effort on the part of muleteers to stay in business. Yet that same activity benefited the peasantry more broadly. Again, the bandit-muleteers have gone unnoted by historians, despite mentions in the sources of Lebanese muleteers smuggling now tobacco, then wheat, at a time when these products were controlled by monopolists or requisitioned for army provisioning. The smuggling was as beneficial to the peasants as it was to the muleteers. The growers declared less than the surface they actually cultivated and sold the undeclared was considered a form of rectification compensating the cultivators for the loss of income caused by Régie practices. Smuggling also spared the farmer taxes, and spared him shares to the landlord when he was a sharecropper. 39 The tobacco was then secretly sold in 
dossiê scales of global history
The inherent risk of smuggling increased the price of the trafficked food when it was sold in the villages, but it is interesting to note that the mountain smugglers were not regarded with the same social stigma as were the smuggler appears in numerous memoirs and recollections of the period, more often than not in laudatory terms. To some extent, this may have been because they were seen less as parasites seeking to exploit their own people, but rather as intrepid villains cast in the mold of Robin Hood, whose aim was to deceive the hated Turks to supply their own people. 41 engraved today in the oral accounts of a third generation, which proudly relates these 42 Tanyos Shahin, the head of the revolt of 1860, was a sort of folk hero. 43 The 
Theoretical Stakes: On the Ottoman Rural Context Is it Capitalism?
As detailed in the first section of this article, during the first six decades of the nineteenth century, a series of popular uprisings racked the Lebanese countryside. These events were initially explained in terms of religious intolerance to the modernizing Related to this debate is the question of whether the system of land holding in the Lebanese mountain can be referred to as feudal. Placing the local landholding system of somewhere in between Ottoman iltizam and thirteenth-century European feudalism, some historians of Lebanon claimed a special status for the region within the Ott -literature, however, shows that Lebanon until the eighteenth century was more similar to the rest of the empire, the assumption of difference actually relying on a teleological account constructed with the later nineteenth-century context in mind. See AKARLI, Engin Deniz. Op. Cit., p. 27 n. 50. This debate is summarized in SCHÖLCH, Alexander. Was There a Feudal System in Ottoman Lebanon and Palestine? In: KUSHNER, David (ed.) . Palestine in the Late Ottoman Period. Jerusalem and Leiden, 1986, p. 130-45 Press, 2000, p. 7, 9. the muleteers story holds both particularity and resonance. The particularity gives the reader a sense of the palpable life behind the history; the resonance makes the history relevant to a wider theoretical context. to the material conditions of his trade and to his economic relationships, this historical narrative links the cultural norms that shape agency to objective structural transformation that can be compared across contexts. The Lebanese muleteers engaging in banditry and organizing revolt have an echo in the horseman and mule driver Emiliano Zapata. They have an echo in the Balkan confines of the Ottoman Empire in the Hajduks; and they have an echo in the horseman Mehmed, the hero of Yaş novels. Further away, in Indian Berar, the Banjara ox-cart drivers engaged in smuggling were hailed by the peasantry as social bandits; and in China, the rickshaw pullers took the leading role in mobilizing for revolt. 73 The transition to capitalism unfolded very differently in all these contexts. Land reform in Indian Berar, for instance, meant a swift equalization and homogenization in land tenure, and a brutal transfer of power from local elites to the colonial government. 74 In the Ottoman Empire, the reforms intended to unify practice were negotiated at the level of the district and in every village between representatives of the central administration, a regional elite, and actors in productive systems on the ground, who shaped different outcomes in different local political economies. 75 In some areas, peasants became small landowners. In others, they turned into tenants to tribal leaders and townsmen on lands they had formerly cultivated for their own. 76 Despite these differences in the establishment of a wide variety of property-right regimes, the repertoire of actions developed by peasant societies at this historical juncture remains very similar.
The implication is that despite the differences in the transition to capitalism, this moment of history can still be apprehended in terms of a unique dynamic operating on a global scale economic pressures, which these agents, by the nature of their trade, perceived and acted on ahead of others. 
